IN THE MID 1970S in a shed in the remote north west of Australia, Dr Patricia Kailis AM OBE opened the first specialty pearl jewellery store in Broome, the home of the iconic Australian South Sea pearl.

For centuries in Greece the Kailis family have earned their living from the sea, the same sea from which Aphrodite emerged covered in pearls. This Greek Goddess is a symbol of love, romance and purity of the ocean. She represents the essence of the Kailis woman who is strong, calm and commands attention.

The Kailis woman is one of sophistication, style and achievement.

With this in mind, Kailis has created the Enlightenment Collection which explores the unforgettable beauty created by light, colour and movement.
Introducing the Enlightenment Collection – a celebration of the fine art of Guilloché and the finer details that make the modern woman. Discover a range of decoratively detailed pieces as becoming of style and elegance as those who wear them. The combination of Guilloché, the world’s finest pearls, diamonds and gold creates a look that is as striking as it is elegant.
GUILLOCHE IS A RARE, DETAILED AND TIME CONSUMING CRAFT DATING BACK TO THE 1700S WHEN IT WAS USED TO CREATE BEAUTIFUL OBJET D’ART, WATCH CASES, DRESSING TABLE SETS AND LATER, FABRÉGÉ EGGS.

SOME OF THE MACHINERY USED TO CREATE GUILLOCHE IN THE ENLIGHTENMENT COLLECTION ARE 100 YEAR OLD, EXCEPTIONALLY PRESERVED ANTIQUES.

AFTER THE ARTISANS HAVE ENGINE-TURNED THE ENGRAVING ONTO THE GOLD, EACH PIECE IS HAND PAINTED WITH UP TO FOUR LAYERS OF TRANSLUCENT ENAMEL, FUSED TO A GLAZE AND FINALLY POLISHED FOR A PERFECT FINISH. THE ENGRAVED PATTERNED LINES RESULT IN VARIATIONS OF APPLIED ENAMEL DEPTHS CAPTURING LIGHT WHICH IS THEN REFLECTED FROM THE METAL SURFACE BENEATH, CREATING AN ILLUMINATING AND STUNNING EFFECT.

THE ART OF GUILLOCHE
designed to complement

THE ENLIGHTENMENT COLLECTION represents an innovation; an enlightenment in the design of fine pearl jewellery. Combining the natural beauty of Australian South Sea pearls with the centuries old art of Guilloché, each piece complements the wearer through light, colour and movement.

The Enlightenment Collection features round, brilliant cut, white diamonds which radiate in perfect harmony with each carefully selected pearl. Every piece of jewellery in the collection features a secret black diamond - Kailis’ signature authentication of fine craftsmanship.

Kailis selects the most beautiful Australian South Sea pearls for each piece, and every pearl is naturally unique, reflecting the individuality of the wearer.
The Enlightenment Collection is available in three stunning colours and with the option of white or yellow gold.

**DAY BREAK:** the moment of pure perfection as night ends and the next day begins.

**MEDITERRANEAN BLUE:** reminiscent of the pristine blue waters of the Mediterranean Sea.

**AURORA GREEN:** inspired by the rich and vibrant lights of the aurora australis.
Accendo Ring in Mediterranean Blue.
Set in 18ct yellow gold, this ring features bead set white diamonds (0.57ct), a 15mm Guilloché dome and 11-12mm Australian South Sea pearl.

Ascensus Bracelet in Mediterranean Blue.
Set in 18ct yellow gold, this bracelet features bead set white diamonds (1.12ct), four 15mm Guilloché discs and three 13-14mm Australian South Sea pearls.

Ascensus Necklace in Mediterranean Blue.
Set in 18ct yellow gold, this necklace features bead set white diamonds (0.16ct), a 13mm Guilloché disc and 14-15mm Australian South Sea pearl.
Lucerna Necklace Large in Day Break.
Set in 18ct white gold, this necklace features bead set white diamonds (0.44ct), a 12mm Guilloché dome and 14-15mm Australian South Sea pearl.

Ascensus Ring in Day Break.
Set in 18ct white gold, this ring features bead set white diamonds (0.31ct), a 15mm Guilloché dome and 11-12mm Australian South Sea pearl.
Opposite Page:
Accendo Opera Necklace in Day Break. Set in 18ct white gold, this necklace features bead set white diamonds (0.29ct), four 11mm Guilloché spheres and three 11-12mm Australian South Sea pearls.

This page:
Ascensus Necklace in Day Break. Set in 18ct white gold, this necklace features bead set white diamonds (0.16ct), a 13mm Guilloché disc and 14-15mm Australian South Sea pearl.

Ascensus Earrings in Day Break. Set in 18ct white gold, these earrings feature bead set white diamonds (0.29ct), 12mm Guilloché discs and 12-13mm removable Australian South Sea pearls.
This page:
Lucernae French Hook Earrings in Aurora Green. Set in 18ct yellow gold, these earrings feature bead set white diamonds (0.21ct), 8mm Guilloché domes and 11-12mm Australian South Sea pearls.

Lucernae Twist Ring in Aurora Green. Set in 18ct yellow gold, this ring features bead set white diamonds (0.25ct), a 10mm Guilloché dome and 11-12mm Australian South Sea pearl.

Opposite page:
Accendo Collar Necklace in Aurora Green. Set in 18ct yellow gold, this necklace features bead set white diamonds (0.80ct), four 11mm Guilloché spheres and three 13-15mm Australian South Sea pearls.
Accendo Clasp in Aurora Green. Set in 18ct white gold, this clasp features a 14mm Guilloché sphere set with bead set white diamonds (0.41ct). Pearl strand not included.

Lucernae Necklace Small in Aurora Green. Set in 18ct white gold, this necklace features bead set white diamonds (0.20ct), a 10mm Guilloché dome and 12-13mm Australian South Sea pearl.

Ascensus Ring in Aurora Green. Set in 18ct white gold, this ring features bead set white diamonds (0.31ct), a 15mm Guilloché dome and 11-12mm Australian South Sea pearl.
THE KAILIS STORY

IN THE MID 1970s in a shed in the remote north west of Australia, Dr. Patricia Kailis AM OBE opened the first specialty pearl jewellery store in Broome, the home of the iconic Australian South Sea pearl.

Over the next four decades the company grew and evolved into Kailis Australian Pearls, a luxury brand launched in 2002. The brand is founded on Dr. Kailis’ passion for pearls and how they are set into luxurious jewellery designs.

Dr. Kailis’ own style is embodied in the way Kailis pearls are designed to be worn for all occasions. She added a modern Australian influence to the timelessness of pearl jewellery, creating a brand to be shared with other gracious women of style and confidence.